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ABSTRACT
Fall in elderly people staying alone is a health concern which draws the attention of researchers
in past years. In this research, we develop an elderly monitoring system using advanced
technology based on sensors and the Internet of Things. In this system, older people can avoid
any interaction with healthcare institutions like nursing home and hospitals. We present this
challenge by establishing a smart setup to monitor human behavior through accelerometer, pulse
sensor and GSM. To implement this concept, we used an alert system to the personal care
assistant, to monitor the data using different learning methods. Based on Multi-layer Neural
Network technique data are collected from the sensors, then processed and passed to the server in
the form of an alert through the buzzer, SMS, email or voice message. The result obtained show
an accuracy level of 96% compared to other classifiers.
Keyword – Fall, IoT, neural network , sensors, accelerometer, GSM
1. INTRODUCTION
Remote health monitoring paves way to monitor numerous age related issues in elderly and
patients. The increase in number of people living alone lead to focus on care giving services. Fall
is one of the major threat elderly people face. Many studies focus on monitoring health
conditions like blood glucose level, ECG, high blood pressure through the sensors attached to the
body. Many existing studies focus on the values collected by the sensors. The values are varied
according to sensors and mainly depends on environment factors. The accuracy of the observed
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values is not precise. An experimental set up reads the values from sensors and process the data
using a multilayer neural network using IoT .
Artificial neural network (ANN) is a similar to a biological neural network. It is used in various
fields that require pattern recognition, data classification, and result prediction because learning
is possible through given data. Multilayer neural network model consist of an input layer, an
output layer, and a hidden layer and back propagates until it reaches global minimum.

Fig:1 Multilayer Neural Network[16]
The integration of Internet of Things (IoT) in health care improves remote monitoring of
patients. IoT wearable platforms collect the health data and communicate the information
wirelessly, and store in cloud, where it is processed or stored for tracking the history of the user.
Cloud data can store data sent from a different board for example, it is possible to store values
.This information can be visualized using a graph or analyzed with other tools.
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Fig 2: Internet of Things
Fall means change from the normal human posture. Fall detection algorithms can be classified as
a wearable device, ambience based and vision based methods. Based on the types of sensors used
vision based, accelerometer based and RF sensors. For data processing methods like rule based,
shape based or threshold based, Signal processing and feature extraction ,SVM (Support Vector
Machines),Kinetic Sensors, Hidden Markov based, Threshold based algorithms and Machine
learning algorithm. The data collected by the sensors are trained using Multilayer neural network
approach and generate accurate value about the user.
2. RELATED WORKS
A deep learning model uses single dimensional CNN [5] to extract data from a fall. The data are
stored in fog device like Raspberry Pi and the sample data set are trained using the data
augmentation method. This study uses real time data through smart watch and notch data sets.
The study focused on solving different dimensionality issues and improve the performance of the
system.
Another study implemented a care system that can detect and localize the fall of a human. The
system architecture detects fall and alert to nursing care using Zigbee[10]. This approach used
REST architecture web service which is easy to use and use simple HTTP protocol. The sensors
are deployed in the residents of the patients and periodically data is analyzed. Based on the rule
in Jess library, alert will be send to nursing homes. The performance is evaluated on the response
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time and rules can be added accordingly for various diseases. The accuracy of the data is precise
and battery has efficient power consumption.
A wearable sensor device embedded in LowPAN [12] collect movements of elder persons and
uses big data analytics and cloud computing features. Data are stored for further analysis of the
patient in case of health issues. The error rate is less compared to many other studies in literature.
To improve the efficiency the data are processed based on decision trees learning method.
The patient ECG variations are found using a SQAW-IoT-ECG method [7] which estimates
ECG values are acceptable or not with a three module method. Available data sets and real time
values are read to identify unacceptable ECG. This work compares the result obtained with RR
intervals and machine learning methods thus reducing the error, determine accuracy, improved
battery life and acceptability factor.
A prototype is developed considering different fall events and daily activities to predict and
detect fall. The fall events are concentrated on two main assumptions: fast mode and slow mode
prediction [11]. The data from accelerometer are processed using high pass filter to reduce noise.
NLSVM is used to extract the features collected in fast mode considering time interval 300700ms. The researchers focused on three conditions to detect fall: pre-fall, a fall impact and post
fall. Depending on the conditions falls are detected and alert is sent .To reduce false alarm three
consecutive pre-fall case values are evaluated and achieved 97.8% sensitivity and 99%
specificity. In this paper, we built a prototype that reads patient values and process the data using
multilayer neural network and shows the variations in values.

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM
The block depicted in Figure.3 shows the overall working of the prototype. The following
components are used:


Arduino microcontroller with 14 digital input /output pins and 6 analog input pin.



Pulse Sensor is a well-designed plug-and-play heart-rate sensor for Arduino.
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GSM/GPRS module is used to establish communication between a computer and a GSMGPRS system. Global System for Mobile communication (GSM) is an architecture used
for mobile communication in most of the countries. Global Packet Radio Service (GPRS)
is an extension of GSM that enables higher data transmission rate. GSM/GPRS module
consists of a GSM/GPRS modem assembled together with power supply circuit and
communication interfaces (like RS-232, USB etc.) for a computer.



Arduino IDE is a special hardware integrating software to write sketches for Arduino
Boards.



Pulse Rate Visualizer is a processing IDE to display the BPM(Beats per Minute)



3 axis accelerometer for falling position & gyroscope for fall orientation



LCD Display
Pulse
Sensor

LCD

Display

Arduino

Buzzer

Uno
Accelerometer
GSM

Thing
Speak
Personal Care

Assistant

Fig: 3 Block Diagram
The experimental set up is done with 3-axis accelerometer, gyroscope for fall orientation, LCD
display to display the BPM, Buzzer and pulse sensor connected into Arduino. The programming
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language used is a processing language like C. When IDE starts, the Arduino board is on and all
connections are UP, the sensors starts reading according to the user input. The sensor values are
read from the board using the processing IDE. These values can be stored in a text file or
database or cloud. The pseudocode in Table. I illustrates the working of prototype.

Fig.4 Demonstration

Table 1. Pseudocode

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Initially the connected devices are IDLE and when a sensor starts to read the
device’s
3-axis acceleration and velocity or heart beat depending on the behavior.
If the detected acceleration/heartbeat is less than the pre-defined THRESHOLD
function then it is identified as FALL and timer starts to read.
If the value remains low for 60s and there is not any False Alarm then confirm it’s a
FALL.

Step 4

If within 30s ,the person press the false alarm then,go to IDLE state and start again
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Step 5

Otherwise, a fall was detected and a SMS/buzzer/voice message is sent to family or
hospital

Multilayer neural network with input set of data derived the results related to non-linear
parameter increasing the number of hidden layers. The more hidden layers we have the less
mean square error we obtain. Precisely by increasing the number of hidden layers we can
successfully train neural network and an accurate prediction about classification is possible.
After retrieving the data, usually there is a minimum of 100 per each of the x, y and z axes. So
the last 50 data taken as raw data will be normalized.
After assigning values for x, y, and z axes of the sensors on a scale of 0-1. It aims to normalize
the data by using the formula as follows:

To decrease the errors the weight of the nodes are predicted based on trained data and actual
data. The network will calculate output value, if there is error between the trained and actual
data, then the weight in the network will be updated. The value of input and output range from
0-1

DISCUSSION
From the accelerometer and gyroscope data obtained from falling motion and daily activities, if
any of the conditions prevail, then feature value is extracted. The assumptions in this study are
defined in Table.I . The values are further analyzed using Backpropagation Neural Network.
Table I: Fall Assumption
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Scenario

Explanation

Forward Fall

Fall front side and then to ground

Backward Fall

Fall backside and to ground

Lateral Fall

Fall to either left or the right

Fig:5 Accelerometer Data

Fig: 6 Gyroscope Data
This study uses two models called sensitivity and specificity . The conditions are as follows:


TP specifies the number of positive instance(Fall) that were classified as positive
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TN indicates the number of negative instances(not fall) that were classified as negative



FP indicates number of negative instance(likely fall) that were classified as a positive



FN specifies number of instances that are classified as negative

The sensitivity and specificity are calculated as follows:
Sensitivity =
Specificity =

Table II. Experimental Results
FALL True
False
True
False
Sensitivity= Specificity =
Positive(TP) Negative(FN) Negative(TN) Positive(FP) TP/(TP+FN) TN/(FP+TN)
1

0.02

.0.01

0.103

0.08

90.3%

100%

2

0.05

0.04

0.01

0.1

81.8%

97.9%

3

0.008

0.104

0.0021

0.0015

89.28%

93%

4

0.0013

0.001

0.018

0.046

95.74%

100%

5

0.004

0.024

0.085

0.071

76.47%

90%

6

0.152

0.006

0.006

0.001

85.29%

92.4%

7

0.0025

0.008

0.0004

0.005

93.75%

100%

8

0.058

0.0044

0.032

0.007

84.61%

91.5%

9

0.0024

0.005

0.0065

0.0023

78.12%

88%

10

0.0047

0.0745

0.0052

6

86.66%

95.9.%
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By considering the range of 10 values, each classifier is trained with the input of 10 features. The
back propagation neural network achieved 100% using SVM. Support Vector machine (SVM)
algorithm is used to calculate the accuracy of the data. The support vector machine is the inner
product kernel between a support vector xi and vector x drawn from input space.
Table III: Normal and Fall Accuracy
+1
+1 20

-1

Total

1

95.2%

95.8% 4.8%
-1 0
0.0%

28

4.8%
100%

100% 0.0%

Considering the training sample {(xi,di)}i=1 to N,where xi is the sample input pattern and ith
example and di is the desired response of target output. The pattern represents the classes by
di=+1 and patterning the subset of di=-1 as class -1
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Fig:7 Fall Motion
The value of error that can be calculated with formula SSE is 0.1818 with accuracy in sensitivity
of 95.74%. The BPM generated using processing IDE is obtained as below:

Fig. 8 BPM using Pulse Rate Visualization
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Fig:9 Results of heart beat variations

Fig.10 ThingSpeak Pulse rate Value

Fig 11: Sample Alert to Personal Care
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The main aim of this study is to demonstrate the patient monitoring system and to analyze the
accelerometer data and analyze the values using back propagation. The results of this study are
compared with SVM[15] classifier to differentiate the type of fall.The accuracy of the results
vary from 97% to 100%.

Table IV: Comparison
Classifier Sensitivity Specificity Accuracy
SVM

95.2%

100%

97.6%

ML-NN

100%

100%

100%

CONCLUSION
In this system elderly people can avoid any interaction with healthcare institutions like nursing
home and hospitals. We present this challenge by establishing in smart environment by
monitoring human behavior through accelerometer and pulse sensor and record the values to
cloud. We used an artificial neural network technique to analyze the data. The data was used for
training the model, and various learning and optimization techniques were applied and tested.
The accuracy rate depends on input data’s size ,selected training data and chosen parameters for
input data. The result obtained using back propagation is compared with SVM classifier and
achieved accuracy of 97- 100%.In future, the results obtained pave way to further analysis by
integrating WiFi module and test the accuracy of the result by analytical methods.
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